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PRESIDENT’S WELCOME
On behalf of the Association of Threat Assessment Professionals (ATAP) leadership and
planning team, I would like to welcome you to the 2017 ATAP Spring Regional Conference.
This year’s conference is co-sponsored by the Orange County (FL) Sheriff’s Office. ATAP’s
Spring Regional Conference serves as a vehicle to reach localized audiences looking
to extend their knowledge of current practices in threat assessment and management.
This year we are excited to host the conference in Florida where one of ATAP’s newest
chapters has formed.
Orlando, like many cities, has suffered from acts of unspeakable violence. Through this
event and our expert speakers, our goal is to highlight key points from the Pulse Nightclub
shooting as well as many other cases. Conference speakers include responders,
professional assessors, researchers and victims. Truly offering perspectives from a
myriad of disciplines.
Aside from two days of excellent presentations, you will experience ATAP’s sought after
networking opportunities. The value of networking at an ATAP event has made our
organization the choice of threat assessment professionals. Take advantage of the many
opportunities during the conference and after hours to build relationships and expand
resources.
For many of you this conference will provide some career changing insights into
approaches toward assessing and managing violence. I would like to encourage you to
also attend the 2017 Threat Management Conference (TMC) held August 15-18, 2017 in
Anaheim, California. More details will soon be available on the TMC.
Enjoy your time in Orlando. I am confident you will walk away as a more prepared threat
assessment professional.
Sincerely,

Chuck Tobin
President
Association of Threat Assessment Professionals

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS
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SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
All sessions will be held in Asbury AB
All meal functions will be held in Asbury CD

TUESDAY, MARCH 21, 2017
7:00 am - 3:45 pm - Registration
8:00 am - 8:30 am - Breakfast
8:30 am - 9:00 am - Welcome and Opening Remarks
9:00 am - 10:00 am - Keynote Presentation: Pulse Nightclub Shooting Incident - Sheriff Jerry Demings, Orange County
Sheriff’s Office
10:00 am - 10:15 am - Morning Break
10:15 am - 11:30 am - Media/Entertainment Threat Strategies - Mike Heimbach, ESPN
11:30 am - 1:00 pm - Lunch
1:00 pm - 2:15 pm - Challenges faced by Insider Threat Program Managers - Michael Gelles, Deloitte Consulting, LLP
2:15 pm - 2:30 pm - Break
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm - Fueling the Fire: The Effect of Critical Events on Reporting and Case Management - Jason Bell and
Christopher Desrosiers, US Capitol Police
3:30 pm - 3:45 pm - Break
3:45 pm - 5:00 pm - The Development of Behavioral Threat Assessment as an Evidence-based Practice in K-12 Schools
- Dewey Cornell, Ph.D., University of Virginia
5:30 pm - 7:30 pm - Networking Reception - Yacht Club Marina

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 22, 2017
7:00 am - 8:00 pm - Registration
8:00 am - 8:30 am - Breakfast
8:30 am - 8:45 am - Welcome
8:45 am - 10:00 am - CTAP-25: Developing a Structured Approach to the Initial Assessment and Management of Concerning
and Threatening Communications - Frank Farnham, MD & Andrew Murray, Theseus LLP
10:00 am - 10:15 am - Morning Break
10:15 am - 11:30 am - Violence to the Spirit: Essential Considerations in Understanding andEliminating Workplace Bullying
- Glen Kraemer, Hirschfeld Kraemer, LLP
11:30 am - 1:00pm - Lunch
1:00 pm - 2:15 pm - Isla Vista Mass Murder: A Case Study - Stephen White, Ph.D., WTS, Inc.
2:15 pm - 2:30 pm - Break
2:30 pm - 3:30 pm - Powerful Security- Workplace Violence Prevention - Mike Elliott, Dominion Resources Inc. & Kristina
Anderson, Koshka Foundation
3:30 pm - 3:45 pm - Break
3:45 pm - 5:00 pm - Role of Protective Intelligence in Managing Threats Associated with
Targeted Violence and the Active Shooter - Matthew Doherty & Michael Crane, Hillard Heintze
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SESSION DESCRIPTIONS
TUESDAY SESSIONS

use of community policing efforts, protective intelligence work,

Keynote Presentation: Pulse Nightclub Shooting Incident

and the development of working relationships with Local, State

Sheriff Jerry Demings will speak about a local response to

and Federal law enforcement partners, and the importance

a mass casualty or terror incident using the Orlando Pulse

of those relationships in case investigation, prosecution, and

Nightclub incident as a focus.

management.

Media/Entertainment Threat Strategies
An overview of the security challenges and how the threats are
mitigated at ESPN, a US based global cable/digital sports and

Development of Behavioral Threat Assessment as an
Evidence-based Practice in K-12 Schools
This presentation will describe the development of the Virginia

entertainment network with over 7500 employees, 90 million

Student Threat Assessment Guidelines and the basis for its

cable subscribers and a digital audience in excess of 112 million

recognition as an evidence-based practice by the National

per month.

Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices. In 2013,

Challenges faced by Insider Threat Program Managers
As Insider Threat programs continue to evolve across

Virginia became the first state to legally require the use of
threat assessment teams in all public schools. Based on an

industries, what are the challenges program managers are

NIJ-funded study of more than 1,800 student threat cases in

facing. How do the principles of threat assessment apply to

Virginia K-12 schools, he will highlight both the accomplishments

insider threat and how do these programs closely align if not

and challenges of a statewide mandate and identify its larger

become integrated with workplace violence programs

implications for the evolving field of threat assessment.

Fueling the Fire: The Effect of Critical Events on Reporting
and Case Management
The U.S Capitol Police Threat Assessment Section, established

WEDNESDAY SESSIONS
CTAP-25: Developing a Structured Approach to the

in 1986, regularly fields between two and three thousand

Initial Assessment and Management of Concerning and

new cases a year, ranging from harassing communications,

Threatening Communications

stalking and impersonation cases, to direct threats to harm

Prominent individuals, organizations and brands receive a

their protectees. Agents are routinely faced with challenges

variety of communications from the general public as part of

in managing cases based on severity, along with managing

who they are, what they do or what they represent. A proportion

the balance between victim expectations, and what resources

of these are inappropriate, concerning or threatening. How can

are legally available to handle each case in the appropriate

risk managers decide which require immediate further action, or

manner. In the aftermath of critical incidents and during

alternatively which require no investment of resources?

times of perceived or true crisis, case volume is substantially

This presentation describes the development and utility of

increased, forcing Agents to develop management strategies

the CTAP-25 (Communications Threat Assessment Protocol),

that allow for the proper handling of the influx of casework,

a structured approach to the identification and management

while still maintaining the ability to work the cases thoroughly

of problematic or concerning communications. Developed by

and efficiently. In this presentation, Agents will discuss

forensic psychiatrists, psychologists and security personnel,

challenges they faced in the wake of events involving acts

the CTAP-25 is intended to aid the initial assessment of

of violence, through to high profile political/social events

communicated threat. It is structured to enable users to identify

that caused their office to adapt the manner in which they

specific indicators associated with a higher risk of unwanted

approached their investigations, case management, and victim

outcomes. Its utility, and its role in the risk assessment process,

management. Agents will further discuss their Department’s

will be illustrated through a series of case examples.
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Violence to the Spirit: Essential Considerations in
Understanding and Eliminating Workplace Bullying
Acts of physical violence in the workplace are often the tragic

works to protect employees, customers and the public in
dynamic and critical workplaces. Gain an understanding of the
fundamental elements of the Company’s Workplace Violence

end-result of an organizational culture that shies away from

Prevention Program to include physical security, background

bullying, intimidation, and status-blind harassment as something

investigations, policies, training / awareness and Threat

that is to be tolerated, if not viewed as acceptable by-products of

Management Team responsibilities. With evolving risks such

a high-performing culture. During this program, we will explore

as disgruntled employees and customers, insider threats and

the starting point of the “pathway to violence,” focusing on the

even acts of terrorism; listen as members of Dominion’s Threat

identification and elimination of workplace bullying and status-

Management Team discuss application of threat assessment

blind harassment as critical first steps. We will conclude with an

and management through several actual case studies that have

exploration of the common traits of effective leaders who create

impacted the Company.

a culture of fairness, accountability, and trust.
Isla Vista Mass Murder: A Case Study
This presentation will be a case study of a 22-year-old

Role of Protective Intelligence in Managing Threats
Associated with Targeted Violence and the Active Shooter
Targeted violence is any incident of violence where a known or

mass murderer who killed six college students and wounded

knowable attacker selects a particular target prior to their violent

14 others in May, 2014. Because the subject left a lengthy,

attack. Following the Navy Yard shooting, the victims’ families

autobiographical “manifesto,” and an extensive law enforcement

sued the Navy and the Department of Veteran Affairs, alleging

investigation ensued, a

they overlooked red flags that should have alerted them to the

significant amount of information exists to examine the case,

troubled history of the shooter. This could inspire the families

including YouTube posts, some of which will be included in

of victims killed in similar active shooter incidents to seek legal

the presentation. The assailant presents a complex diagnostic

advice and file lawsuits. Companies must understand the value

and psychodynamic picture, including likely features of autism

of conducting behavioral threat assessments, and how this can

spectrum disorder, narcissism, psychopathy, and depression.

help identify a potential attacker’s intentions

A predominant theme is the role of extreme social isolation
and severe, pathological envy, that fueled the eventual attacks.
Retrospective threat assessments of the subject on the WAVR21 V3 are shown at various points on his pathway to violence.
With the benefit of hindsight, lessons-learned will be discussed,
and intervention strategies that might have been implemented
at various stages. Challenges are addressed in identifying and
treating invidious, potentially destructive envy.
Powerful Security- Workplace Violence Prevention
Dominion Resources, Inc. is the 4th largest electric and gas
utility company in the country, serving approximately 5 million
customers in 14 states and employing nearly 21,000 employees
and contractors. Learn how the company is positioned in the
industry and how the Corporate Security and Safety Department
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SPEAKER BIOS
Keynote Speaker: Sheriff Jerry Demings, Orange County
Sheriff’s Office
Sheriff Jerry L. Demings is a native of Orlando and has the
distinction of serving as Orlando’s first black Police Chief
and was elected as the first black Orange County Sheriff in
2008. He was re-elected in 2012 and 2016. He is the chief law
enforcement executive in the county and manages a budget of
over $220 million dollars and approximately 2,500 employees.
Sheriff Demings is a graduate of Jones High School and has
a Bachelor of Science degree in Finance from Florida State
University and a Master of Business Administration degree from
Orlando College, which is now Everest University. He graduated
Magna Cum Laude and is listed in Who’s Who Among College
Students. He is a graduate of the 194th session of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation’s National Academy and studied at the
Harvard University, John F. Kennedy School of Government.
Prior to being Sheriff, County Mayor Richard Crotty
appointed him as the Director of Public Safety for Orange
County in October 2002. He oversaw several Orange County
Departments including the Jail, Fire Department, Public Safety
Communications and Emergency Operations. He had combined
budgetary oversight of over $320 million and nearly 3,200
employees.
Sheriff Demings has been recognized by Orlando Magazine as
one of the 50 most influential Central Floridians each year since
2009 and has been recognized by the Orlando Sentinel many
years as one of the 25 most influential persons in the area. His
leadership has been evident during crises such as the events of
9/11, the Florida hurricanes of 2004, the Casey Anthony trial of
2009/10, and the June 12, 2016, Orlando massacres.
Sheriff Demings is involved in numerous civic activities. He
was appointed to the FEMA National Advisory Council in July
2014, and continues to serve. He was also appointed by the
Chief Justice to the Florida Supreme Court’s Substance Abuse
and Mental Health Task Force. Sheriff Demings is the President
of the Florida Sheriffs Association and President of the Major
County Sheriffs Foundation. organizations.

Kristina Anderson, Koshka Foundation
Kristina Anderson is an international advocate in the fields of
bystander intervention, active shooter response and violence
prevention within schools, workplaces and public spaces. In the
field of public safety, Kristina Anderson is founder of the Koshka
Foundation for Safe Schools, a non-profit that provides training
on the prevention of school and workplace violence, education
on active shooter preparedness, and consultation on post-crisis
recovery. Ms. Anderson travels extensively within the United
States and Canada to spread the importance of preparedness
and joint training between citizens, educators, law enforcement,
emergency managers, and first responders. Ms. Anderson
started the non-profit after becoming one of the most critically
injured survivors of the 2007 Virginia Tech school tragedy, where
she was shot three times.
Ms. Anderson is also co-founder of LiveSafe, a mobile
technology communication platform for sharing safety-related
information that is used by over 100 college campuses, as well
as corporations and hospitals.
Ms. Anderson has worked for the past year and a half with
Dominion as a contractor where she participates as a member
of the threat management team and in delivering Workplace
Violence Prevention and Response training to leaders and
employees across the enterprise. In addition, she has delivered
training to numerous law enforcement and government
agencies, as well as schools and workplaces to include school
resource officers, university administrators, fire and emergency
managers, FEMA, the FBI and private corporations. She is a
member of the Association of Threat Assessment Professionals
and graduated from Virginia Tech with a B.S. in International
Studies.
Jason Bell, US Capitol Police
SSA Jason Bell is a 15-year veteran of the U.S. Capitol
Police. Since 2009 he has served as the Threat Assessment
Section (TAS) Commander. The TAS is responsible for
investigating threats against Members of the U.S. Congress,
their families, and other statutory protectees. The TAS manages
individuals making threats and other inappropriate contact with
Congressional offices in Washington, D.C. as well as their offices
throughout the United States and territories.
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SSA Bell has presented threat assessment material for the

State Attorney’s Office, and thereafter moved to a Chicago law

Association of Threat Assessment Professionals (ATAP),

firm, handling both civil and criminal cases. He has lectured

American Society for Industrial Security (ASIS), and the

extensively on workplace violence, legal liability in the security

International Association of Chiefs of Police (IACP). SSA Bell

industry, and taught at Webster University in the graduate

has provided threat management overviews to International,

program for Security Management. He has been called as an

Federal, State, and Local Agencies. SSA Bell was a participant

expert witness in security related litigation.

in the 2013 National Summit on Preventing Multiple Casualty
Violence.
SSA Bell has conducted Security Awareness training for

Michael was selected to participate in the FBI’s Critical
Incident Response Group’s Workplace Violence Planning
Meeting held at the FBI Academy in Quantico, Virginia and to

Senate and House staff throughout the United States. SSA Bell

attend the FBI’s Violence in the Workplace Symposium held

regularly provides threat assessment guidance to Federal, State,

in Leesburg, Virginia. This select group of law enforcement

Local, and private agencies.

and private security leaders helped direct the FBI’s efforts in

SSA Bell is a graduate of The Ohio State University and the

workplace violence education, prevention and response leading

Federal Law Enforcement Academy Criminal Investigator

to the publication of the FBI’s Workplace Violence- Issues in

Training Program.

Response.

Michael Crane, Hillard Heintze
Over more than two decades, Michael Crane has established

He is board certified in security management as a Certified
Protection Professional (CPP) by ASIS International (ASIS)

an exceptional track record across the United States as an

and is a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE). He was a founding

accomplished attorney, strategic business advisor and corporate

member of the ASIS Standards and Guidelines Commission,

executive at the leading edge of evolving best practices in

and oversaw the development of the first Workplace Violence

security risk management. He specializes in conducting security

Prevention ANSI Standard. He is also the Program Director

assessments for our corporate and high net worth individuals

for the ASIS Asset Protection III Course. He is a member of

and family offices, conducting behavioral threat assessments for

the Chicago Chapter of the Association of Threat Assessment

at-risk clients, providing the firm with in-house legal advice, and

Professionals (ATAP) and formerly served on their Board. He

creating and providing training on emergency management with

is a member of the Illinois and Chicago Bar Associations and

subsets for workplace violence prevention and active shooter

the Association of Corporate Counsel. He is also an Illinois-

plans.

licensed private detective. He served from 2005 to 2009 as the

Before joining Hillard Heintze, he served for 13 years
as Executive Vice President and General Counsel of IPC
International Corporation, a full-service international security

first Chairman of the Private Sector Committee of the Illinois
Terrorism Taskforce.
Michael is a 2009 graduate of the Executive Leadership

consulting, investigative, and protective services company

Program of the Department of Homeland Security’s Center for

licensed in all 50 states. In this capacity, he helped identify

Homeland Defense and Security at the Naval Postgraduate

and advance best practices in workplace investigations, threat

School in Monterey, California.

assessments, workplace violence and active shooter prevention

Dewey Cornell, Ph.D., University of Virginia

training.

Dewey Cornell, Ph. D. is a forensic clinical psychologist who

As an attorney for the Chicago Police Department, Michael

holds the Bunker Chair as Professor of Education in the Curry

was an Assistant to the Deputy Superintendent of Inspectional

School of Education at the University of Virginia. Dr. Cornell

Services. He then became a trial attorney in the Cook County

has more than 30 years of experience as a forensic clinical
psychologist working with violent juvenile and adult offenders
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and consulting on violence prevention. He has authored more

Matthew advises federal agencies and private sectors by

than 200 publications in psychology and education, including

gathering and assessing information about persons or groups

studies of juvenile homicide, bullying, and school safety.

who may have the interest, motive, intention and capability

He is the principal developer of the Virginia Student Threat

of violence. Matthew has been credited with saving lives by

Assessment Guidelines. Currently, he is directing an NIJ-funded

intervening on domestic abuse, terminations, severe mental

study of the statewide implementation of threat assessment

illness and other critical situations in today’s workforce. He

teams in Virginia public schools.

has managed training on threat assessment and targeted

Christopher Desrosiers, US Capitol Police
SA Chris Desrosiers is a 10-year veteran of the U.S. Capitol
Police (USCP). Since 2013 he has served as an Agent in the

violence prevention for federal, state and local law enforcement
personnel as well as schools and Fortune 500 companies.
Additional highlights of Matthew’s career in the Secret Service

department’s Threat Assessment Section (TAS). The TAS is

included authoring daily briefs for U.S. Presidential and Vice

responsible for investigating threats against Members of the U.S.

Presidential Protective Divisions on threat investigations,

Congress, their families, and other statutory protectees. The

and coordinating some of our nation’s most critical protective

TAS manages individuals making threats and other inappropriate

intelligence investigations. In October of 2000, he was assigned

contact with Congressional offices in Washington, D.C. as well

the task of managing the Secret Service National Threat

as their offices throughout the United States and its territories.

Assessment Center.

SA Desrosiers has conducted Security Awareness training

Matthew has received numerous awards and commendations

for Senate and House staff throughout the United States,

including Treasury and Homeland Security Departments for

and has been the lead Agent on multiple threat assessment

Exceptional Service; U.S. Marshal Service Directors Award

investigations involving Federal, State, and Local law

and the U.S. Capitol Police Chiefs Award for assisting in

enforcement agencies. SA Desrosiers is a certified Crisis

developing their threat assessment programs; the Department

Intervention Officer, and also serves as an adjunct instructor for

of Defense’s Counter Intelligence Field Activity Directors Award

the USCP’s Active Shooter Training Program.

for developing joint partnership terrorism training and research

SA Desrosiers is a graduate of the University of Rhode

with the Secret Service; a commendation from U.S. Senator

Island, and the Federal Law Enforcement Academy Criminal

Grassley for Exceptional Service in regards to Senate Judiciary

Investigator Training Program.

investigations; and a commendation for the Oklahoma City

Matthew Doherty, Hillard Heintze
Matthew Doherty is widely recognized across the U.S.
as among the most experienced experts in assessing an

Bombing Investigation.
Mike Elliott, Dominion Resources Inc.
Mike Elliott has over 18 years experience in the security

individual’s potential for danger and preventing targeted

profession from both the public and private sector. He spent

violence. In addition to serving as a thought leader in targeted

10 years with the Chesterfield County Police Department in

violence, workplace violence prevention and active shooter

Richmond, VA and was a Master Detective, assigned to both

planning, Matthew is a Senior Vice President and leads the

the Special Victims Unit (SVU) and Violent Crime Unit where

firm’s Threat and Violence Risk Management Practice.

he investigated hundreds of crimes including child abuse, sex

For over 25 years, Matthew has developed plans to monitor an

offenses, robberies, violent assaults, and homicides. He also

individual and to intervene, as appropriate, to prevent an attack

served as a Hostage Negotiator on the Police Emergency

by coordinating intervention strategies with social systems such

Response Team (PERT) and was a member of the Critical

as family, work, community, criminal justice, mental health and

Incident Stress Management Team responsible for working with

social services.

first responders who had been involved in shootings or traumatic
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cases. As a law enforcement instructor Mike, has taught on

and the Probation Service; Clinical Lead to the Fixated Threat

numerous topics to include child abuse, sex offenses, domestic

Assessment Centre (FTAC) - the UK’s national joint Metropolitan

violence, polygraph, investigative techniques, and interview /

Police Service and National Health Service intelligence unit,

interrogation.

assessing the risk from fixated persons to the Royal Family and

Mike began his career with Dominion as a Senior Investigator
and is currently a Manager – Corporate Security, Safety &

senior politicians.
Dr Farnham is an Honorary Senior Lecturer in Security and

Health. In this role, he is responsible and oversees Internal and

Crime Science at University College London and has wide

General Investigations, the Corporate Security Fusion Center

experience of assessing risk, managing and treating mentally

(CSFC), Technical Security, System Operations Center (SOC)

disordered offenders in a variety of settings. His specific clinical

Security, Executive Protection and Event Security. In addition,

expertise and research interests include stalking, harassment,

Mike developed and is responsible for Dominion’s Workplace

sex offending, domestic violence, terrorism and mental health,

Violence Program to include oversight of the threat management

and he regularly advises the police, the Probation Service, the

team, policies, training, and threat assessment / response. He is

Courts and national Threat Assessment Units on these and

an alumnus of Gavin de Becker’s Advanced Threat Assessment

other issues.

and Management Academy and is certified by the Association of
Threat Assessment Professionals (ATAP) as a Certified Threat

Michael Gelles, Deloitte Consulting, LLP
Dr. Michael G. Gelles is currently a managing director with

Manager (CTM). He has been invited to present on the topic

Deloitte Consulting, LLP Federal practice in Washington,

of workplace violence for such groups as the FBI Infraguard,

D.C., consulting in the areas of law enforcement, intelligence

Virginia Board Association, and American Society of Industrial

and security. Dr. Gelles is a thought leader in insider threat

Security (ASIS).

associated with possible security risks, asset loss, exploitation,

Mike is a certified / licensed Polygraph Examiner and a member

terrorism, workplace violence and sabotage. Dr. Gelles consults

of the American Polygraph Association (APA), American Society

to government and private sector organizations in the area of

of Industrial Security (ASIS), Association of Threat Assessment

insider threat, business assurance, and strategic planning with a

Professionals (ATAP), National Behavioral Intervention Team

specific c emphasis around people, mission and risk. Dr. Gelles

Association (NaBITA) and International Critical Incident Stress

has led the development of a number of Deloitte innovative

Foundation (ICISF). He holds a Bachelor of Science degree in

solutions in addition to insider threat to include multigenerational

Psychology from Milligan College in Johnson City, TN.

workforce solutions and developing a secure cyber workforce.

He received a U.S. Department of Homeland Security award

Previously, he was an executive in federal law enforcement

for creating the first information-sharing database (TAVISS)

and the chief psychologist for the Naval Criminal Investigative

for the prevention of violence against protected officials. He

Service (NCIS) for more than 16 years. In that capacity, he

routinely briefed U.S. corporations, security organizations, and

assisted the NCIS and a multitude of other federal, state and

government agency heads on threat assessment methodologies.

local law enforcement agencies with criminal, counterintelligence

Frank Farnham, MD, Theseus LLP

and counterterrorism investigations and operations. Dr. Gelles

Frank Farnham, MD, is a fully qualified Forensic Psychiatrist

has been involved in the investigation and debrief of numerous

and a consulting clinician for Theseus LLP. He is also a

convicted insiders ranging from espionage to sabotage. He is

Consultant Forensic Psychiatrist with the North London Forensic

an author of numerous articles and book chapters, as well as a

Service; Clinical lead for the National Stalking Clinic; Co-

book on threat management and risk assessment and the recent

Director of Turning Stones assessment and Treatment Service –

release of Insider Threat; Prevention, Detection, Mitigation and

a multiagency partnership between the National Health Service

Deterrence published by Elsevier Press.
Dr. Gelles received his Bachelor of Arts from the University
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of Delaware and his master’s and doctorate degrees in

2004, and a Director’s Award for Excellence in Management in

psychology from Yeshiva University in New York. He completed

2000.

his clinical and forensic training at the National Naval Medical

Michael is actively involved in community leadership and

Center and his advanced training at the Washington School

serves on the Board of Directors for the Boys and Girls Clubs in

of Psychiatry. He held past academic appointments in at the

Bristol, CT, Board of Directors for the National Center for Missing

Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences and at the

and Exploited Children, Bristol Hospital Incorporator and as an

Washington School of Psychiatry.

Executive Champion for the ESPN Veterans Group. Michael

Mike Heimbach, ESPN

is originally from Shamokin, PA and earned a Bachelor of Arts

Michael J. Heimbach is the Vice President of Global Security

Degree in Criminal Justice from Alvernia University where he is

and Facilities Operations at ESPN. Assuming this role in 2015,

a Distinguished Alumni and member of the Presidential Advisory

he directs and manages ESPN global facilities, real estate,

Board.

construction, and security operations for all ESPN owned and

Glen Kraemer, Hirschfeld Kraemer, LLP

leased properties worldwide to include the oversight of 2,500

Glen Kraemer, a founding and managing partner of the

plus live events. Additionally, he manages ESPN’s Operating

employment law firm of Hirschfeld Kraemer LLP, focuses

($75M) and Capital ($45M) budgets for Global Operations.

exclusively on the representation of employers concerning

Michael joined ESPN in 2009 as Vice President of Global

discrimination and harassment claims, and personnel law

Security & Safety. During his tenure, Michael developed and

compliance issues involving disability accommodations,

implemented multiple long-term change management initiatives

wage/hour concerns, protected leaves, and corrective

that enhanced physical security measures and improved

counseling, discipline and termination practices. In addition to

technology. He was also instrumental in the new build of the

representing a broad spectrum of employers in retail, education,

on-site child-care facility by incorporating internal and external

manufacturing, entertainment and service/hospitality industries,

security features.

he is nationally recognized for his passionate delivery of “best

Prior to joining ESPN, Michael was an FBI agent. He started as

practices” management training programs, and for 19 years

a Special Agent assigned to New Orleans in 1988, advanced into

has served as the keynote speaker for the PIHRA Annual Legal

Senior Management in Washington, D.C. by the year 2000, and

Update Conference. Glen also devotes significant time and

retired in 2009 as the Assistant Director of the Counterterrorism

energy to three particular interests: (1) the creation and delivery

Division. Throughout his FBI career he managed and directed

of internal “best practices” management training programs,

multiple facets of national and international intelligence and

including sexual harassment and bullying prevention seminars

security including homeland security, domestic intelligence,

in compliance with state law requirements, (2) workplace

counterterrorism, cyber-intelligence, law enforcement, threat

violence prevention and threat management, and (3) neutral

assessment, policy management, and intelligence analysis.

investigations for both public and private sector employers

Additionally, Michael worked as a Police/K-9 officer in Pottstown,

concerning internal discrimination, harassment and wrongful

Pennsylvania as well as served as a Military Police Officer in the

discipline complaints. He currently serves as national legal

United States Army.

counsel to several Fortune 500 threat management teams

His professionalism, innovation, and service were consistently

and leads numerous violence prevention units for regional

recognized throughout the Intelligence Community and he

employers. In 2011, Glen was chosen as a “Top Labor and

received numerous honors and awards including a 2008

Employment Lawyer” by the Los Angeles and San Francisco

nomination for Presidential Rank Award of Meritorious

Daily Journals, and has been voted a labor and employment

Executive, Attorney General’s Award for Exceptional Service in

“Super Lawyer” by fellow members of the California State Bar
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for each of the last thirteen years. In addition, his law firm

the United States on over 4,000 threat cases for numerous

Hirschfeld Kraemer LLP was list by the Daily Journal as the

Fortune 500 companies, private and public organizations,

2015 “Top Boutique” in Labor and Employment Law. Glen has

law firms and their clients, colleges and universities, and law

received “Top Speaker” designation for his presentations at

enforcement and governmental agencies. He has testified

SHRM annual conferences in 2009 New Orleans, LA; 2010

before the California State Legislature on behalf of workplace

San Diego, CA; 2011 Las Vegas, NV; 2012 Atlanta, GA; 2013

violence prevention legislation, and has authored or co-authored

Chicago, IL; 2015 Las Vegas, NV; and 2016 Washington,

peer-reviewed publications in the areas of stalking, workplace

D.C. Glen is a long-time member of the Association of Threat

mass murder, violence risk assessment, and workplace trauma

Assessment Professionals (ATAP), and is a frequent speaker at

management. Dr. White, in collaboration with Dr. Reid Meloy,

ATAP Annual Conferences.

developed and published in 2007 The WAVR-21. Now in its

Andrew Murray, Theseus LLP
Andrew Wolfe Murray is a Partner in Theseus LLP and former
police officer in the Metropolitan Police’s Specialist Royalty
Protection Command (SO14). Andrew served as a case

third edition, the WAVR-21 is a scientifically based structured
professional judgment guide for assessing workplace and
campus violence risk.
Dr. White contributed a chapter on workplace violence in The

manager and investigator in the Fixated Threat Assessment

International Handbook of Threat Assessment, published in 2014

Centre (FTAC) – the unit within the Metropolitan Police that

by Oxford University Press. He was among invited experts of

diverts in to treatment mentally ill people who stalk, harass or

both the FBI’s National Center for the Analysis of Violent Crime

threaten public figures in the UK. He was FTAC’s single point of

and ASIS International to participate in their development of

contact for Royal Household private offices, managing hundreds

online and published guidelines for the prevention of workplace

of cases involving threats directed not only at the Royal Family,

violence. He served as an expert panel member of the 2012 US

but the Prime Minister, Ministers of State and visiting Heads

Army-sponsored Workplace

of state, including The Pope and the US President. He is

Violence in the Military Program, providing peer reviews of

highly experienced at advising on and building productive

scientific proposals to study predictors of targeted violence

intelligence relationships in complex and sensitive multi-agency

across Department of Defense service areas. Dr. White is an

environments.

Associate Clinical Professor in the Department of Psychiatry

As a Partner in Theseus LLP Andrew advises individuals, family

at the University of California, San Francisco, where he has

offices and brands in the public-eye from the financial services,

co-facilitated professional development groups for medical

utility, retail and talent management sectors. As well as

students. He is a frequent guest lecturer at local, regional,

advising on and directing threat assessment and management

and national forums for human resource, security, and mental

inputs, he helps clients implement communications screening

health professionals, campus administrators, law enforcement

and reporting structures that encourage early identification of

agencies, and employment law attorneys.

potentially problematic communications, effective triage of cases
and appropriate institutional responses.
Stephen White, Ph.D., WTS, Inc.
Dr. Stephen White is a psychologist and the President of Work
Trauma Services Inc., a consulting group he founded in 1982 to
assist employers with serious workplace crises. His extensive
work in organizational trauma reduction led to his specializing,
since 1989, in the assessment and management of workplace
and campus violence risk. Dr. White has consulted throughout
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